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I. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

The Rulebook of events is a part of the competition rule-system of IAM which include formal rules of 
the Articles of Association of IAM, the Competition Rulebook , the Judges’ Rulebook, the Book of 
coaches ( with movement material of Majorette-Sport). 
 
 

I.1. ABBREVIATIONS 

 
AC-IAM  Adjudicators’ Committee of IAM 
CC-IAM  Competitors’ Committee of IAM 
CHAC  Chair of Adjudicators’ Committee 
CHCC  Chair of Competitors’ Committee 
CHJ  Chief Judge 
CJ  Counter Judge 
CR-IAM  Competition Rulebook part 1 and part 2 –of IAM 
D  Delegate 
ECM/WCM European Championship/ World Championship of Majorette-Sport 
EGP  European Grand Prix of IAM 
GA-IAM  General Assembly of IAM 
JR-IAM  Judges’ Rulebook of IAM 
MB-IAM Management Board of IAM 
MMIC  Merry Majorette International Cup 
RE-IAM  Rulebook of Events-IAM 
TJ  Technical Judge 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Edited by IAM in 2020 ® 
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II. COMPETITORS’ COMM ITTEE 

In accordance with the provisions of the Articles of Association of the Nemzetközi Mazsorettsport 
Szövetség (International Association of Majorette-Sport/ IAM), CC- IAM performs the following tasks: 

1. Introduction and annual overview of CR-IAM  
2. Preparation for modifications, submitting for MB- IAM  
3. Categorization of competitions 
4. Organization and accomplishing of seminars, and trainings for trainers/ teachers/coaches 
5. Analysis of competitions/ championships  

 

II.1. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE CC - IAM 

1. Annual meeting of CC-IAM takes place soon after the ECM/WCM of IAM, for preparing and 
annually review of Competition Rulebook – IAM. 

2. To attend every year at regular committee-meeting- with preparatory work at home, in 
accordance with aim of national association and IAM- is obliged for members of CC-IAM. 

3. The person, who is in charge of updating the CR- IAM, is the current Chair of Competitors’ 
Committee  

4. Deadline to finish updated edition of CR-IAM is 30 days after the annual meeting of CC  
5. Members of CC-IAM lose their rights in case: 
6. Don’t attend on the event for which he/she was appointed, or fail to report justifiable 

absence timely to the CHCC/ the President-IAM 
7.  

II.2. DELEGATION OF MEMBERS CC- IAM  

1. In every four years each IAM- members have the right to delegate 1 person- as their national 
representative- to CC-IAM.  

2. The committee works with 3 members. 
3. Mandate of CC-IAM lasts for a period of 4 years 
4. In case any national association is not satisfied with the work of its nominee, it has the right 

to recall him/her and set a new person in place. 
5. If a committee-member- country doesn’t perform its duties for a calendar year, Management 

Board of IAM may appoint a new member to replace it with resolution of the GA-IAM. 
 

II.3. EXPENSES OF COMMMITTEE- MEMBERS 

Members of CC-IAM have the possibility to get the total cost of travelling (12 euro/ 100 km+ motorway 
by car, or fee of train or bus); accommodation (ensured, or maximum 22 euro/night, based on invoice) 
for 1 day, once a year for annual committee- meeting, paid by IAM, at the end of the meeting. 
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III: RULES OF COMPETITIONS, EVENTS 

III.1. GENERAL 

1. ECM 
2. WCM 
3. International majorette-sport competitions 
4. International festivals 
5. International cups 
6. National competitions 
7. Seminars/ workshops/ camps 

 

AREA OF COMPETITION 

1. Stage of competition can be in the hall, but defile only in case of bad weather which 
influences the quality of competition. 

2. At competition area, there must be no barriers in the smallest height of 8 meters from the 
surface (branches, wires, constructions, bridges, etc.) 

3. Around the stage and defile pathway, there should be an area of 2 meters, which prevents 
any contact of audience with teams. Organizer must also physically prevent any possible 
entering of audience. 

4. Route of defile and march: start, finish and side lines must be visibly signed.  
5. Commencement of the marching: 
6. Starting team stands prepared behind the starting line 
7. Further teams must not stand right behind the starting area and mustn’t disturb competition 

performance by warming up 
8. All sides of 12x 12 m square of the stage with a sign, in the middle must be visibly cross 

signed 
9. Parquet cover is not permitted; using a special dance floor (E.g. sport floor) is required for 

preventing slips and injury. 
 

ORGANIZER AND LOCAL DIRECTOR 

1. The organizer of the majorette- sport competitions and events is the IAM 
2. The local director gets the right for organizing from the MB-IAM presidency through a 

tender, 2 years in advance 
3. In each case, a written division of labor / contract will be established between the parties 
4. Nomination/ participation fees must be transferred to the bank account of IAM 
5. Nomination / participation fees will be invoiced by IAM 
6. The IAM will transfer the agreed percentage of these fees to the Local Organizer upon 

receipt and against an invoice. 
 

OFFICIAL PERSONS OF INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION 

1. Scoring judges (one of them CHJ)  
2. The technical judge  
3. The Delegate 
4. PC operator, Counter judge  
5. Linemen 
6. In the jury at the same time at least 5 scoring judges, 1 technical judge (1 assistant) and the 

Delegate work 
 

PRIZES FOR ECM/WCM/EGP/MMIC/ INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS 
Prizes for EuropeanChampionship of Majorette-Sport (ECM)  

1. In every category the prizes are given for: 
a. 1st place, Champion of Europe, gold medallist 
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b. 2nd place, silver medallist 
c. 3rd place, bronze medallist 
d. For teams: 1-2-3 cup, diploma; 4-5-6 diploma 
e. For soloists 1-2-3 medal, diploma; 4-5-6 diploma 
2. When there is the same number of points for more than one competitor, the prize is given to 

everybody who got the number of points 
3. In case a discipline does not contain minimum 3 competitors, they are classified by quality; 

class is based on the score: diamante, gold, silver and bronze diploma could be given 
4. For winner of ECM short version of national anthem is played  

 
Prizes for World Championship of Majorette-Sport (WCM)  

1. In every discipline the prizes are given for: 
a. 1st place, Champion of the World, gold medallist 
b. 2nd place, silver medallist 
c. 3rd place, bronze medallist 
d. For teams: 1-2-3 cup, diploma; 4-5-6 diploma 
e. For soloists 1-2-3 medal, diploma; 4-5-6 diploma 
2. When there is the same number of points for more than one competitor, the prize is given to 

everybody who got the number of points 
3. In case a discipline does not contain minimum 3 competitors, they are classified by quality; 

class is based on the score: diamante, gold, silver and bronze diploma could be given 
4. For winner of WCM: short version of national anthem is played 

 
Prizes for European Grand Prix of Majorette-Sport (EGP) 

1. Grand Prix is given for the most successful club  
2. In every discipline the prizes are given for: 
a. For teams: 1-2-3 cup, diploma; 4-5-6 diploma 
b. For soloists: 1-2-3 medal, diploma; 4-5-6 diploma 
3. For winner of European Grand Prix: short version of fanfare is played 
4. When there is the same number of points for more than one competitor, the prize is given to 

everybody who got the number of points 
5. In case a discipline does not contain minimum 3 competitors, they are classified by quality; 

class is based on the score: diamante, gold, silver and bronze diploma could be given 
 
Prizes of International Cup Merry Majorette (MMIC) 

1. 1st place, winner of the International Cup, gold medallist,  
2. For teams: 1-2-3 cup, diploma; 4-5-6 diploma 
3. For soloists 1-2-3 medal, diploma; 4-5-6 diploma 
4. For winner of International Cup: short version of fanfare is played 
5. When there is the same number of points for more than one competitor, the prize is given to 

everybody who got the number of points 
6. In case a discipline does not contain minimum 3 competitors, they are classified by quality; 

class is based on the score: diamante, gold, silver and bronze diploma could be given 

PLACEMENT OF THE JURY 

1. The jury is placed on the side of the marching route, or in front of the area where stage 
Routine is performed. 

2. Individual jurors can be placed alongside the marching route or around the area where stage 
Routine is performed. 

3. The arena must be organized in such way, so judges can freely see every part of the arena. 
4. The location of the jury is 1 meter higher than the stage 
5. The jury is closed to the public 
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III. 2. COURSE OF THE COMPETITION 

III.2.1. GENERALLY  

 
1. Clubs can compete on the ECM and WCM only with choreographies which had progressed 

and are nominated from the National Championship- with responsibility for monitoring of 
the president of national association. 

2. It is not allowed to change the music and the choreography of Routine, but specifying 
elements and minor modification are permitted to be made. 

3. A club or team are not allowed to start with the same Routine twice on ECM/WCM or WCM. 
4. Qualification quota for ECM/WCM and WCM is 120 routines for member-countries of IAM (3 

best teams, 2 best solo-formations of each disciplines and age in general). 
5. Decision about „free“-places (green cards)- which are not filled by some members- is the 

authorization of CC-IAM and change each year. 
6. The winner in each category of ECM/WCM has the right to participate in next year 

ECM/WCM without participation in National Championship or qualification tournament.  
At the same time national association which has those competitors who are directly 
qualified, can nominate another 3 groups/ 2 solo-formation in each category.  
For solo, duo-trio and miniformation the same rule exists:  
- Soloist is nominated directly.  
- Duo/trio just in case in the same age-category at least 2 competitors are the same.  
- In minimformation, at least 4 members must be the same and in the same age class.   

 

III.2.2. NOMINATION FOR INTERNATIONAL EVENTS 

1. National president sends collected “national nomination” based on result of the national 
championship. 

2. Nominated routines should be registered by their clubs, on official form of IAM. (With name, 
age, category, cumulate list of all competitors/ club, data). 

3. Club must rename the nomination’s file and send to IAM by email. 
4. In confirmation got different start numbers for all Routines 
5. Club must double-check all data and send a confirmating reply. 
6. For all performances cut, MP3- Music must be sent in advance, file renamed to the start 

number, by email to special email address of IAM: music.iam2019@gmail.com. 
 

III.2.3. STARTING LISTS 

1. Starting order is firstly prepared for defile/ march parade by using of random number 
generator software. 

2. Starting lists for stage Routine must be elaborated in the reverse order. 
3. Starting list is available at the registration 

 

III.2.4. BEHAVIOUR OF COMPETITORS 

1. The competitors have to be prepared to start the competition performance ordered by 
starting list and calling by the speaker. 

2. Insufficient readiness and delay is penalized. 
3. The competitors are not allowed to communicate during competition performance loudly by 

words or by means of other acoustic signals (whistle, singing etc.). 
4. See “Code for trainers and competitors”. 

 

III.2.5. BEHAVIOUR OF LEADERS 

mailto:music.iam2019@gmail.com
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1. During Routine, the leader or their assistants must not control or give instructions to the 
competitors from defined route for defile/ march parade and from protective area of stage 
Routine;  

2. During the Routine, e.g. in the course of Routines, the breaks among Routines and after 
termination of individual Routines, the team leaders or assistants must not communicate 
with the people who are including process of results. 

3. Not permitted communication is penalized. 
4. See “Code of trainers and competitors”. 

 

III.2.6. DISRUPTION / INTERRUPTION OF COMPETITION 

1. The followings are considered an interruption of the competition as unfair behaviour (of 
competitors, leaders, their representatives or assistants or accompanying people): 

2. Verbal or physical assault, threatening jurors, organizers or members of the staff that work 
with results etc.  

3. Disregard or contempt of the competition, results, evaluation, jurors and other members of 
competition officials, Bodies of IAM, either in place where competition is held or in media- 
including the social medias on internet.  

4. If such a case occurs, the CHJ can disqualify all the competitors of the club that caused the 
interruption and annul their results, which can also be done post factum by decision of AC-
IAM.  
 

III.2.7. HEALTH INDISPOSITION  

1. The sudden health indisposition of an individual competitor before the performance begins is 
not grounds for changing the starting order. 

2. The sudden health indisposition of an individual competitor during the course of competition 
is not grounds for repeating the performance. 

3. The delegate can ask for an interruption the competition for 5 minutes, depending on the 
circumstances. After this time, the leader may either keep the place in the formation empty, 
give it to a substitute or cancel the performance. 
 

III.2.8. REPEATING A ROUTINE 

1. A group or soloformation that had to interrupt their performance due to circumstances 
beyond their control (e.g. blackout, malfunction of audio system, bad weather, interruption 
by strange people who enter the competition area etc.) can repeat their performance. 

2. The group or soloformation that interrupts their performance for other reasons than 
described cannot repeat their performance.  

3. If an individual competitor from a group or from a solo-formation interrupts the performance 
and leaves the competition area before the performance is over, the evaluation is annulled.  
 

III.2.9. CHANGING OF COSTUMES 

1. The need to change the costumes between the performances is not grounds for changing the 
starting order. 

2. The Delegate can interrupt the competition for maximum 5 minutes. 

 

III.2.10. QUALIFYING, SEMI-FINAL, FINAL 

1.  In case there are more than 16 competitors in a competition category, there shall be two 
rounds of semi-finals and finals 

2. In case there are more than 26 competitors in a competition category, there shall be three 
rounds, qualifiers, semi-finals and finals 
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3. The place of the contestants will be calculated based on the finals. 

III.2.11.MUSIC  

1. All Routines must be accompanied by music, cut to the category timeframe, in MP3, 
renamed to the startnumber, sent by email to IAM 

2. The local organizer is responsible for ensuring that the audio technician organizes the sent 
music files into category folders according to the program and schedule of the competition. 

 
 

III.2.12. CONTINUOUS ANNOUNCEMENT OF POINTS AWARDED 

3. After publication of the results, organizer should announce or publish the scores awarded 
continuously, during the competition  

4. The points and result as announced cannot be changed, with the exception:  
5. A mistake by speaker or PC operator  
6. An accepted protest  
7. Changes are announced after verification process.  
8. After the competition president of IAM must send jury’s scores, with judges’ names on, by e-

mail to all participated national associations.  
 

III.2.13. PROTESTS, OBJECTIONS 

1. Protests against the assessment, scores and results are not allowed 
2. Other protests can be made in 60 minutes after the critic Routine, but at the latest 15 

minutes before declaration of result of the category. If a protest is made after these, it is 
rejected. 

3. The protests are attended by the Delegate, who consults the matter with judges. 
4. Fee of every protest is 50 euro. This amount shall be deposited at the Delegate. 
5. Protest can be given against such competitor, which they are meant, namely because of: 

a. non-compliance with age limit 
b. different composition of the group during defile/ march parade and stage Routine 
c. not permitted utilization of props   
d. membership, nationality 

6. Such protests can be made by a leader of group or solo formation or his authorized 
representative to the Delegate in written and signed form, in English 

7. The information on making a protest and its settlement is announced in public 
8. If a protest is finding to be entitled, the CHJ will order penalization, which is deducted from 

total points awarded to the competitor, to the detriment of which the protest was accepted. 
 

III.2.14. VIDEO RECORDS OF COMPETITION 

1. Video tapes of Competition programs on international competitions can be made only for 
your own use.  

2. Public viewing of video tapes about other groups - except for official IAM training-  or 
publication included the Internet; only with permission of the group is allowed in copyright 
reasons! 

3. Official video tapes are compulsory to record by organizer, who is required to give a copy to 
CHAC every evening, after finishing the competition day  
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IV. RULES OF ORGANIZED EVENTS 

IV.1. DUTIES OF LOCAL ORGANIZER AND BODIES OF IAM: 

1.  BEFORE THE COMPETITION 

 
1. Date of (ECM/WCM -IAM) needs to be defined one year before its start – on annual meeting 
of the Competitors’ Committee- IAM in September- helping the booking of accommodation and 
meal for participants.  
2. Schedule of ECM/ WCM-IAM can be added after getting all nominations (1st July).  
3. Timetable is prepared by Competitors’ Committee of IAM  

Management Board must receive suggestions of CC until 10th July. 
4. Management Board of IAM determines and publishes on official website and facebook-page 
of the IAM- not later, than 30 days before the competition- final timetable of ECM/WCM-IAM, 
according to the written information and suggestion of the current organizer of ECM/WCM.  
5. Proper schedule of other international competitions needs to be defined and sent by email to 
participants after nomination, at the latest 30 days before the event by organizer. Schedule must 
be published after acceptation by Management Board. 
6. Organizer of international competitions/ECM/WCM-IAM must provide information on 
options for accommodation and meals- indicating prices- to all national presidents on January 
meeting of GA-IAM, also by email not later than 6 months before the event. 
7. Prices of accommodation and meals may change slightly, finalized by email until 31th May by 
the organizer. 
8. Nominations shall be sent by email of IAM, to keep contact and check the work of PC-
operators 
9. Deadline of aggregating the nomination is 7 days after getting the national nominations. 
10. The lot shall be conducted by the person who aggregates the nominations and prepare start-
list, under the supervision of the CC of IAM. All material shall be sent parallel to President- IAM 
11. Start- list of ECM/WCM- IAM is published 1 day before the competition, at the registration. 
12. Nomination and registration fees shall be payed to the account of IAM 
13. Advertising materials must be ready and sent by organizer electronically to the Management 
Board- IAM the latest 6 months before the competition. 
14. On all official material of IAM- international competition (like newsletters, announcements, 
the competition venue, the decoration, diplomas, memorial-pages, etc.) the official logo of IAM has 
to appear. 
15. Official logo of the IAM may be used only with permission of the Management Board. 

Therefore, all material referring to IAM should be sent by email, prior consent to the president-IAM 
for agreement. 

16. Background of the stage, decoration, design of the whole competition shall be made with  
approval of the Management Board  
17. If the competition venue changes- compared to accepted tender- organizer must inform 
Management Board of IAM immediately and ask for permission. 
18. Map that includes the location of the stage, the entrance and the exit path and defile 
pathway also must be sent by the organizer until 31th May before ECM/WCM (of other 
international competition at latest 30 days before competition) to IAM 

 

2.  WHILE THE COMPETITION: 

1. Size of the stage is 12x12 m, in extraordinary circumstances Management Board of IAM may 
grant specific authorizations. 

2. Parquet only is not permitted, using a special dance floor is required for preventing slips and 
injury. 
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3. Preparatory work of the stage and path of défilé shall be made before or after the time period of 
daily competition, not to elongate the competition, uphold competitors and jury. 

4. Special obstacles for BMI should be prepared by local organizer 

5. Responsible person named and announced by local organizer shall be always present and shall 
be available for the whole time of the competition.  

6. Central phone-number and English speaking administrator shall be given for informational 
centre by the local organizer. 

7. Continuous cleaning of competition venue, changing rooms, community space, disinfected 
toilets with clean hand-washing opportunities and toilet paper, removal of garbage is 
compulsory in EU hygienic relations.  

8. Separate resting room for only judges and presidents shall be available. Ensuring of individual 
dose of meals, water, resting time for judges are necessary.  

9. Medical staff, doctor, ambulance according to regulation of EU shall be available 
10. Time period of competition day cannot be longer, than 9.00-21.00, to save children. 
11. Invoices of nomination and registration fees shall be prepared and given to teams at the 

registration, according to book-keeping regulation of EU. 
12. Announcement of the results and publishing of the scoring is required 
13. Prepared scoring sheets shell be checked by the JC at the latest 1 day before championship 

starts.  
14. Judges get prepared scoring sheets, first day 1 hour, the other days half an hour before the start 

of the competition-day, at the daily meeting of the judges, held by the named CJ. 
15. Scoring sheets must contain the start-number of competitors.  
16. Name/number of judge shell be apparent on score- tables, next to their scores. 
17. Changes of starts shell be allowed only by the Delegate, who gives immediate information to the 

speaker and the CHJ. 
18. At the end of all competition days, CJ is required to transfer daily scoring sheets- held on file by 

categories- to the CHAC- in case she/he is not present on competition, to the President- IAM. 
19. Every half competition day name of judges –working in jury momently- should be announced 

correctly. 
20. Placement of judges: 

a. During the competition judges should be positioned so, that they may see the stage 
or defile pathway.  

b. Judges’ table is 1 metres above the level of the stage.  
c. Judges’ table is horizontal, with a minimum of 100 cm width per judge.  
d. Judges must sit separately, that’s why at least 50 cm extra space on both sides is 

required next to each judges.  
e. Judges must sit in order predetermined by AC- IAM. 
f. Place of shadow judges is pre- oredered also by AC, next to the assigned mentor-

judge. 
21. Jury is led by the Chief Judge, chosen for a half competition day. 
22. Sound technician must be positioned so, that do not disturb the judges’ work, ensuring the 

highest quality of sound.  
23. The volume must be in normal range. 
24. The PC OPERATOR/COUNTER JUDGE must be positioned in a closed, quiet place (preferably 

close to jury) with good ventilation and light, ensuring the smooth and good working conditions.  
25. Organizer is required to ensure the safety person or safety zone to protect the jury and the 

office 
26. Instructions, requests shall be accepted only from the Delegate and President-IAM.   
27. Adequate lightning of the stage is required in particular the twilight on outdoor events. 
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28. Organizer provide adequate room and refreshments for the judicial conference one day before 
starting ECM/WCM at 16.00  

29.  Organizer provides adequate room and refreshments for the informational meeting of the 
presidents of national associations convened by the President of IAM one day before starting 
ECM/WCM, in the evening . 

30. For Presidents travelling is paid by their own association, accommodation is ensured or paid, as 
for judges. 

 

3.  AFTER THE COMPETITION  

1. The final- verified result shall be sent by CHAC to the president of the IAM, who publishes. 
2. küldeni kell a nemzeti szövetségeknek a pontozást 
3. After verification of results, scoring sheets should be stored at headquarters of the IAM 

(together all other official documents). 
4. Original paper based documents of international competitions should be stored for 2 years, 

after annihilated. 
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IV.2. PROTOCOL OF CEREMONIES 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

1. Protocol is prepared by the Protocol Office in agreement and cooperation with organizer 
association. 

2. President of IAM opens and closes the ECM/WCM  
3. At the opening and closing ceremony each participating country, each president of national 

associations should be announced correctly, good quality national flags and tables with the 
countries’ name on shall be made awaiable by the organizer and IAM.  

4. Competitors in uniform, leaders in Casual Wear dressed march. 
5. Judges are dressed by their dresscode 
6. One leader of each teams, members of the jury and presidents of national associations 

should be invited to the closing ceremony and call by name.  
Leaders shall be dressed in “Sunday best” 

7. All leader of participating teams shall get a diploma for the team and some gift prepared by 
the organizerat the closing ceremony. 

8. If it is possible, of the organizer country of current ECM/WCM formally hands over the flag of 
the IAM to the president of the host country of the next ECM/WCM. Six transferor 
majorettes pass the flag to six transferee majorettes, all dressed in proper uniforms to hold 
the flag of IAM  

9. Scheduled presidents and judges hand over awards to winners.  
10. Schedule of award ceremonies is prepared by the CC of IAM until the latest 30 days before 

competition start. This schedule is published to presidents by IAM, to all participants in 
competition policy booklet by organizer. 

11. After announcing the startnumbers and names, competitors in two lines, orderly march with 
musical accompaniment in the place of awards. In uniform, with formal behaviour, keeping 
rules of politeness, waiting to the end of awarding their category. 

12. The organizer of EGP and ECM/WCM-IAM shall ensure medals for all competitors on 1-2-3th 
place.  

 

OPENING CEREMONY 
1. Judges, presidents of national assocaitions, representatives, VIP-of organizer in front of the 

jury’s table 
2. Competitors march in from………… 
3. Speaker welcome participants, audience, etc 
4. Marching in of the competitors and leaders of clubs by countries:  

a) Flag of IAM  
b) Organizer Country 
c) All other countries in alphabetical order, first goes the majorette with the name of the 

country, then national flag carried by a …. and all teams in two columns in alphabetic 
order for the special march music of organizer country 

5. competitors in 2 lines, in the shape of U 
6. IAM and national flags in the middle of the U 
7. Introducing participant presidents of national associatons, and representatives 
8. Introducing the members of the jury 
9. National anthem of the organizer 
10. Anthem of the EU 
11. Anthem of the IAM 
12. Welcome speech of representant of organizer city 
13. President of IAM opens the competition 
14. Flags come to the side of the stage 
15. Opening dance, welcome presentation by organizer 
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16. Teams march out in reverse order 

 

CLOSING CEREMONY 
1. Teams must be prepared at the ….? (entrance to the Sports hall) in alphabetical order, as it is 
scheduled. National flag is carried by …………., table of the country carried by a named majorette. 
2. Entering the hall ……………………(on the ground floor) and arranging the stage in …. (U- form) 
IAM- and national flags inside, in the middle of the “U” 
3. Thanks and gifts to the presidents and representatives of the countries, members of the jury, team 
leaders, staff members.  
Final thanks from organizer to president of IAM. 
4. Awards of Sunday, special prizes 
5. Statement by the President of IAM 
6.  The anthem of the IAM 
9. Closing  IAM- European Championship/ World Championship/ European Garnd Prix/ Merry 
Majorette International Cup 
10. Departure of teams in reverse order 

 

ACCESSORIES  
1. Country-tables are available by IAM. 
2. National flags are available by …….? 
3. Short version of national anthems by IAM for champions 
4. Fanfare by IAM for winner of the cup 
5. Anthem of EU and IAM by IAM 
6. Jingle for continuing the competition by IAM 
7. Jingle for starting medal awards by IAM 
8. 3 pillows for medals by IAM 
9. 2x2 m logo of IAM 
10. 12x7 m for the background 
11. 2 roll up IAM 
12. 4 banners of blue majorettes with equipment  
13. Flag of IAM 
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V. CODE OF COMPETITORS 

1. Be a proper representant of the IAM (International Associaton of Majorette-sport), your national 
association and of your sports club. Do sport regularly and work hard on yourself. Veracious work  
could help you realize your own reserves to bring joy of improving and following honest 
friendship. 

2. Majorette-sport is a team sport. Your team is the most important thing for you. Cultivate friendly 
relations, help members of your team and enjoy success your sport co and your collegaues´.  

3. Respect the rules of the competition. Fulfill  the principles of fair play and the participant’s pledge. 
Work dedicated to improve your sportskills and demonstrate your best performance.  

4. Respect, the evaluation of jury, learn more about your imperfections and don't accuse the jury of 
your position. Be proud of yours placing, carry proudly the results and congratulate the winner. 

5. Be proud of your country. Respect its symbols, also other states ones. Learn how to pay the 
particular tribute to flag and anthem, follow the rules during ceremonies -  the opening ceremonies 
of championship, announcement of results, ending ot the competition. Keep the dress code of 
ceremonies. 

6. Follow the principles of polite social behavior. Do greeting (say hello), don’t be afraid to ask for 
something and give thanks if helped. Be considerate, polite and kind. Behave friendly. Don’t be 
offensive, pejorative, dishonest. Do not discriminate anyone.  Very important to follow these rules 
on social media too.  

7. Respect leaders of international and national associations, of your club and of other clubs.  
8. Use photos and videos only for your needs. Do not breach other competitor‘s personal rights.  

Photos and videos can be published only with their/ parents agreement.  
9. Keep the appropriate nutrition. Do not use addictive substances - doping, drugs, alcohol, cigarettes. 
10. In shared changing room make quick changes, after leave. Do not „reserve“ what is not yours. 
11. Never take what doesn‘t belong to you. Always hand back the found items.  
12. Find new friends. Friendship can expend your horizon enrich you and give you enpowerment. It 

teaches you how to be open-minded and gives the sense of European belonging.  


